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Abstract. In this paper, a model is proposed to improve monophone-based connected word speech recognition
for the Hindi language by utilizing the Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The model consists of hybrid subword
units and domain-speciﬁc syntactic structures. The hybrid units contain both phoneme- and syllable-based
subword units. As the syllable-based subword units cover a larger acoustic span, contextual effects are reduced.
The syllable-based acoustic units are applied for modelling only nasal sound in the hybrid model for improving
the recognition score of a nasal sound. Further, improvement is proposed using syntactic structures in the
grammar deﬁnition during the recognition process. Using the domain-speciﬁc syntactic structures in the
grammar, the search space for the recognizer is reduced; consequently, the performance of the system is
improved. For example, two grammar deﬁnitions (gram1) with no restriction and grammar(gram2) with domainspeciﬁc structures were applied. The speech recognition framework was implemented using the HMM-based
toolkit HTK with ﬁve-state HMMs. The self-created connected word speech dataset is used with a vocabulary of
240 Hindi words. The Mel frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs), MFCCs with energy (MFCC_E), and
perceptual linear prediction coefﬁcients with energy (PLP_E) are utilized for feature extraction. Further,
monophones were trained with and without using silence ﬁxing to check the impact of short pauses on the
recognizer’s performance. The system was tested for both speaker-dependent and speaker-independent modes. It
was found that using a hybrid model and grammar(gram2) with silence ﬁxing provided the best results. The
system obtained an overall word accuracy of 80.28%, word correct of 80.28%, and a word error rate of 19.72%
using MFCCs, gram2, phoneme-based modelling, and silence ﬁxing. For the PLP_E coefﬁcients, hybrid model,
silence ﬁxing, and gram2, the system obtained an overall word accuracy of 88.54%, word correct of 88.54%, and
the word error rate of 11.46%.
Keywords.

Speech recognition; MFCCs; PLP; monophone; Hidden Markov Model; connected word; Hindi.

1. Introduction
Speech is the natural and the most comfortable means of
communication. Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is the
process of converting spoken utterance into text [1] so that
humans can communicate with devices naturally. Human
beings always imagine conversing with machines, as the
conversion of the spoken utterance into the text enables
devices to understand the spoken statement and process
accordingly and thus makes the speech recognition (SR)
process a noteworthy area of research. ASR has received
much attention in recent years due to its strength to talk to
the machine. It has become an essential method of interaction between man and machine. SR systems have successful applications in voice-controlled systems, voicebased biometric systems, biometric identiﬁcation, home
*For correspondence

automation, communication systems, smart devices, mobile
devices, and wearable devices. Even differently abled
persons, illiterate persons, elderly persons, and children can
also be beneﬁtted from technological advancements in ASR
systems by communicating naturally with machines [2–4].
Further, the SR process can be deﬁned as obtaining the
most likely word sequences from the input speech utterances. The SR process is a pattern recognition problem, and
linguistic patterns are challenging to process and understand. First, features are extracted from the speech samples/
utterances for performing SR. The feature extraction process extracts essential information from the speech signal.
Second, acoustic models are generated from these extracted
features based on subword modelling units [5]. Different
subword models, for example the models based on phonemes, syllables, and triphones, are used in acoustic modelling. The acoustic model establishes the connection
between the extracted features and linguistic units based on
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subword models. The SR system also uses a language
model that deﬁnes the order of words in a particular language [6]. Finally, a trained model is generated after
completing re-estimation rounds during the training process
[7–10]. During the recognition process, features are again
calculated from the input test speech for recognition. The
SR engine outputs the most likely sequence of words from
the test speech utterance using dynamic search algorithms
along with both acoustic and language models.
The SR systems are classiﬁed based on how spoken
words are expressed: for example, isolated word SR, connected word SR, continuous SR, and spontaneous SR. In
the connected word SR system, the words are verbally
expressed with pauses between the words. Continuous SR
systems use continuously spoken utterances, while spontaneous SR framework uses naturally spoken utterances
characterized by pauses, interjections, and other
notable features in a speech prepared spontaneously. SR
systems have also been categorized depending on vocabulary size, for example small vocabulary and a large
vocabulary. Researchers have experimented with different
SR systems based on the style of words spoken as per the
requirements and needs of the research projects.
However, the SR system’s creation faces challenges due
to speaking style, environment variabilities, speaker characteristics, and natural language complexity. Each of the
minor variations inﬂuences the performance of the SR
system [11]. Further, scientists also face a lack of resources;
for example, the lack of speech datasets as per requirement
and language resources for developing SR frameworks.
The work presented here contributes to improvements in
connected word Hindi SR by proposing a novel hybrid
subword modelling approach with phoneme and syllable
units using syntactic structures in the grammar and perceptual linear predictive coefﬁcients with energy (PLP_E).
The Hindi language is the fourth most spoken language
globally and the most widely spoken language in India,
which is the second most populated country in the world.
As the Hindi language is one of the ofﬁcial languages of
India, it has local relevance also. People always wanted to
talk to machines, especially in their native language. The
inspiration for this work is to empower the common person
and needy individuals to receive the rewards of current
days’ specialized technologies by speaking with machines
in a local language. Innovation in SR encourages even the
uneducated, impaired people, and youngsters to procure
and use products of the computerized techniques, including
proﬁting by the web technologies. Present work is a push to
overcome an issue between SR advancements and the Hindi
language by developing a Hindi SR system. Though earlier
research works for Hindi SR have been presented with
different feature extraction techniques such as Mel frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs), perceptual linear
prediction coefﬁcients (PLPs), and linear prediction coefﬁcients (LPCs) using various modelling methods, for
example, based on Hidden Markov models (HMMs),
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Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs), and artiﬁcial neural
networks (ANNs) [1, 12–15]. Still, Hindi SR systems are
not getting the performance as needed due to the lack of
resources for developing these systems [15]. Feature
extraction and subword models play a signiﬁcant role in
SR. There is a need to investigate feature extraction
methods and subword modelling units to ﬁnd the impact of
these components in Hindi SR. As per the literature review
[1, 12–15] for Hindi SR, it was found that researchers have
worked on acoustic units based on words and phonemes
instead of hybrid units and variants of grammar using
syntactic structures. We proposed a model for improving
Hindi SR using hybrid acoustic units based on phoneme
and syllable subword units. The proposed system was
developed using PLP_E coefﬁcients with HMM-based
modelling. The presented work also experiments using
syntactic structures in the grammar to reduce the recognition engine’s search space. As per the literature survey, this
study is early work using the syntactic structure for grammar deﬁnition and hybrid acoustic model using both syllable- and phoneme-based subword modelling units in
Hindi SR.
Hence, this work’s ﬁrst contribution is the use of the
domain-speciﬁc syntactic structures in the grammar to
improve the Hindi SR system. Using the domain-speciﬁc
structures, the search space on the possible word sequences
is restricted. The speech recognizer will recognize the
words from a speciﬁc set of word sequences deﬁned by
speciﬁc grammar rules for the desired domain. Using the
syntactic structure in grammar for a domain such as medical, agricultural, education, and tourism, the recognizer
will recognize the words from a speciﬁc domain with
reduced search space due to the use of syntactic structure in
the grammar. As the studies have been done so far in the
Hindi language SR, authors have not mentioned the
grammars’ variants. This work is inspired by foreign languages [16, 17] using domain-speciﬁc syntactic structures
in the grammar to improve Hindi SR.
Next, the second contribution is an improvement in SR
using the proposed hybrid model for developing the Hindi
SR system. The proposed hybrid model uses both the
phoneme- and syllable-based models. It was found that
words starting with /n/ nasalized sound have low recognition scores during the experiments. For improving recognition of these words, syllables were used for modelling
these words instead of phonemes. The syllable is the unit of
pronunciation. The reason for using the syllable is that it is
a longer unit than a phoneme. Further, phoneme recognition
suffers from the contextual effects of neighbouring phonemes; syllable-based modelling has fewer contextual
effects due to a larger acoustic unit. As per the literature
review done for the Hindi language, no work has been
reported for using both phonemes and syllables. The present study was carried out by considering the advantages of
both phoneme- and syllable-based modelling units for
implementing a connected word Hindi SR framework.
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The work was carried out using HMM-based modelling
due to its capability to model time-series events in SR.
However, in recent years, the ANNs and deep-learningbased techniques, for example, transformer-based acoustic
hybrid modelling, hybrid SR with deep bidirectional long
short-term memory, recurrent neural network (RNN), and
convolutional neural networks, can handle temporal information as in HMMs[18, 19]. But the availability of speech
data affects the performance of these systems. For developing the desired speech corpus, proper set-up, and human
resources are required. We have used HMMs as per our
speech corpus size. The study’s outcome may provide
direction to developers for developing deep-learning-based
systems incorporating acoustic unit issues and variants of
grammar analogous to the presented research.
Further, the connected word Hindi SR system was
developed using HMMs. For the feature extraction, MFCCs
and PLP_E coefﬁcients were used. The work’s focus was to
improve the recognition of the system using the variants of
grammar and the use of the proposed hybrid model having
both phoneme- and syllable-based models. The research
ﬁndings will improve the SR framework using hybrid
modelling and syntactic structures in the grammar.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the literature review. Section 3 describes the SR
process. The following section 4 describes feature extraction techniques using Mel frequency feature extraction
(MFCCs) and PLP coefﬁcients. Further, section 5 presents
a system description for implementation. The experimental
set-up has been discussed in section 6. Subsequently, section 7 illustrates the results and analysis. The results are
compared to those of the existing works in section 8. The
discussion and analysis are presented in section 9. Finally,
the conclusions and future work directions are provided in
section 10.

2. Literature review
This study aims to improve the connected word Hindi SR
by proposing a novel hybrid model dependent on phoneme
and syllable units using syntactic structures and PLP_E
with HMM-based modelling. Therefore, in this section,
related issues such as connected word SR, feature extraction methods, subword modelling techniques, and classiﬁcation methods have been reviewed to understand the
underlying concepts for improving SR.
Researchers have attempted to develop isolated words,
connected word, and continuous SR system in Hindi using
different feature extraction techniques such as LPC with
vector quantization, variants of MFCCs, and PLP coefﬁcients [1, 12–14]. Different Gaussian mixtures that combined acoustic models, context-dependent modelling, and
various states of the HMMs were applied to improve SR.
SR systems were also developed using speech corpus in
noisy conditions [20–22].
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In [23], the connected word SR system was implemented
in the tonal Punjabi language using optimized feature
extraction techniques. HMM-based phoneme models were
used for acoustic modelling. Punjabi speech corpus contained 150 different words spoken by 16 male and female
speakers with an approximate duration of 3 hours 15 minutes. For feature extraction, power normalized cepstral
coefﬁcients (PNCCs), MFCC, and PLP were applied. The
developed system was tested for both noise-free and noisy
environments. Experimental results reveal that MFCCs are
best in noise-free environments with 86.05% accuracy, and
PLP coefﬁcients give the best performance in a noisy
environment with 71.92% accuracy.
In [24], the speaker-independent connected word SR
system was presented for the English language. The clustering technique was applied to isolated words for achieving speaker independence. The used speech corpus in the
experiment contained 127 vocabulary words, 209 sentences, and 1750 words. Dynamic programming-based
algorithms were applied for connected word recognition.
The word accuracy obtained was 97%, but the system
focused on connected digit recognition based on isolated
words’ clustering.
In [25], Marathi connected word SR was developed. The
system was implemented with a ﬁve-state continuous density Hidden Markov Model (CDHMM) and MFCCs. Four
different speakers uttered 10 sentences in Marathi. Speech
samples were segmented using algorithms based on shorttime energy and spectral centroid. Researchers achieved
accuracy up to 97.2% for ofﬂine mode and 91.6% for online
mode, but the system was implemented for only speakerdependent mode.
In [26], energy thresholding, spectrum normalization,
and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) were selected for
improving the connected word digit recognition. LDA
analysis reduces dimensionality by selecting only meaningful information from the feature vectors. HMM-based
word models were used for acoustic modelling with TI/
NIST connected word speech corpus. The relative
improvement in error rate was achieved by 15% with
energy thresholding, 20% with spectrum normalization, and
20% with LDA, although the system was implemented
using word-based models.
In [27] researchers developed a connected word Hindi
SR system, using MFCCs with energy and delta–delta
acceleration coefﬁcients. A connected word speech corpus
made of 102 vocabularies was used. Experiments were
conducted using a word-level HMM-based acoustic model.
The system obtained word recognition accuracy of 87.01%
but focused on MFCC-based features only and a word-level
acoustic model.
In [28] an automatic SR system with connected words for
Hindi and English languages, using dynamic time warping,
6 states HMMs, and MFCCs, was experimented. Experiments were performed using word-based models. Overall,
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the word error rate achieved was 13.33%; however, this
system was tested for only speaker-dependent mode.
In [29], an isolated and connected word SR framework
was developed for the Hindi language. The MFCCs were
used for feature extraction. HMM-based 6 states word
model was used with 100 different vocabulary words.
Overall system accuracy achieved was 90% for connected
words and 95% for isolated words, but this system dealt
with only word-based models.
Dağitan and Yalabik [30] attempted to develop a connected word SR system in the Turkish language using two
ANN techniques, namely Kohonen’s network and multilayer perceptron. LPC coefﬁcients were applied for feature
extraction using syllables. The Turkish speech corpus
contained a total of 10 words and 16 syllables. The
developed system achieves an overall recognition rate of
90%; however, other feature extraction techniques need to
be explored.
A system for getting phonemic transcription from the
connected speech is described in [31]. Thirty-two speech
utterances were used in the experiment. Speech utterances
were divided into different phonemes by feature extraction
algorithms. Speech parameters such as intensity, duration,
mean zero-crossing, amplitude, pitch, and formants were
experimented. Further, phonemes were categorized into
different acoustic structures such as vowels, stops, nasals,
liquids, and fricatives by the phonemic classiﬁcation algorithm. About 81% of phonemes were correctly classiﬁed
from 287 phonemes. Maximum errors occurred due to
boundary conditions for phonemes, incorrect segmentation,
and inadequate classiﬁcation procedures.
Transformer-based acoustic model [18] for hybrid SR
was developed using different modelling units such as
various positional embedding methods and an iterated loss
to enable training. The use of limited right context was also
studied. It was observed that the transformer-based acoustic
models and the N-gram language model outperformed.
Combined with neural network rescoring, the proposed
scheme achieved the state-of-the-art results on the LibriSpeech ASR corpus.
The paper [19] investigates the use of a deep bidirectional long short-term memory network with HMM
(DBLSTM-HMM). It is stated that RNNs are being used in
SR; however results in RNN-based system depend on
speciﬁc objective functions, which are challenging to
integrate with existing large vocabulary SR systems.
Results show that a DBLSTM-HMM hybrid model provides good results on TIMIT. It also outperforms both
GMM and deep network benchmarks on a subset of Wall
Street Journal Corpus. However, the improvement in a deep
neural network is modest.
This work has been implemented by considering the
advantages and disadvantages based on the review. The
work’s focus is to improve the proposed system’s performance using domain-speciﬁc syntactic structures and using
both phonemes and syllables for subword modelling.
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3. SR
The SR process is broadly classiﬁed into two phases,
namely training and testing. Figure 1 shows a systematic
diagram of the SR system using HMM. First, in the training
stage, the ﬁnal trained model is prepared from the training
speech corpus. The most likely sentence is generated for the
input test speech by matching against the ﬁnal trained
model using dynamic search algorithms in the testing
phase. In HMM, any system can be represented as a Markov process with hidden states and a set of output probabilities. SR system development starts with the creation of
the required speech corpus. Speech corpus is then divided
into training and testing datasets. In the next stage, the
features are extracted from the speech samples for the
training dataset. For feature extraction, various coefﬁcients
such as MFCCs, LPCs, and PLPs are generally used. Later,
acoustic models are generated from these extracted features. An acoustic model contains a statistical representation of basic sound units, such as phonemes. Acoustic
models in HMM-based SR are called HMMs. For utilizing
language perspectives, lexicons and grammar rules are also
deﬁned during the recognition process. The lexicon contains the list of the words and their phonetic pronunciation.
The grammar consists of a set of rules for the words used in
the training text speech corpus. Finally, the trained model is
generated from initial HMM models after re-estimation
rounds [7–10]. In the testing stage, once more, the coefﬁcients are calculated from the input test speech. The HMMbased SR engine outputs the most likely sentence from the
speech to be recognized using different dynamic search
algorithms.

4. Feature extraction
Feature extraction is a signiﬁcant step in the SR process.
During the feature extraction process, irrelevant information is discarded from the signal and only meaningful
information is kept. The feature extraction methods are
categorized into production-based and perception-based
methods in general. The production-based features are
calculated on the principle of how speech production
works. The perception-based features are based on how the
human perceives the sound. An example related to the ﬁrst
group is LPCs, and examples for the second group are PLP
and MFCCs [33–39].
In the PLP [40] technique, a combination of spectral and
linear prediction analysis is used. Figure 2 demonstrates the
PLP coefﬁcients calculation steps in detail. This process is
based on the functioning of the auditory system of human
beings. The psychophysics theory of hearing is also considered to ﬁnd out the approximation of the auditory
spectrum. The PLP coefﬁcient calculating steps consist of
critical band spectral resolution, equal loudness curve, and
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Figure 1. HMM-based speech recognition system [32].

inverse Fourier transformation, the linear predictive analysis, and cepstral analysis. The advantages of PLP coefﬁcients are that they reduce the disparity between voiced and
unvoiced, based on the speech signal’s short-term spectrum. Some research ﬁndings also show that PLP provides
better results for independent speaker recognition than
conventional LP analysis.

5. System description

Figure 2. Feature extraction steps for PLP coefﬁcient.

the intensity loudness power law. For speech processing,
the short-term power spectrum is computed using Fourier
transform on windowed speech samples. Later critical band
analysis is applied using Bark scale ﬁltering on it. The
output of Bark scale ﬁltering is weighted to the equalloudness curve. It approximates the different levels of
sensitivity of human hearing at different frequencies. The
output is compressed through intensity loudness power law.
This mimics the nonlinear relationship between the intensity of sound and its perceived loudness. Finally, the PLP
coefﬁcients are generated by applying consecutively

A system architecture for the connected word Hindi SR
can be broadly classiﬁed into data preparation, feature
extraction, training, and testing blocks. Figure 3 shows
the system architecture used in the study. The connected
word Hindi SR system was implemented for speakerindependent and speaker-dependent modes using HMMbased tool kit HTK version 3.4.1 in the Windows
environment [41]. First, the connected word Hindi
speech dataset was created. Then, MFCC, MFCC_E,
and PLP_E coefﬁcients were applied for feature
extraction. The phoneme-based acoustic models were
developed using MFCC and MFCC_E, and the proposed
hybrid acoustic model was created using both phonemes
and syllables with PLP_E coefﬁcients using syntactic
structure in the grammar. The SR systems were developed and tested for ﬁve cases. In the ﬁrst case, the SR
framework was created and tested utilizing phoneme-
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Figure 3. HMM-based automatic speech recognition system using connected word model for Hindi language.

based modelling with MFCC coefﬁcients using grammar1 (gram1) and grammar2 (gram2) without silence
ﬁxing for speaker-dependent mode only. In the subsequent case, the system was developed and tested using
phoneme-based modelling with MFCCs for speaker-dependent mode just utilizing silence ﬁxing and gram1. In
the third case, the SR framework was created and tried
for speaker-dependent and speaker-independent modes
using phoneme-based modelling with MFCCs by
applying gram2 and silence ﬁxing. In the fourth case,
the system was developed and tested for speaker-dependent and speaker-independent modes using phonemebased modelling with MFCC_E by applying gram2 and
silence ﬁxing. In the ﬁfth case, the proposed hybrid
model was developed and tested for speaker-dependent
and speaker-independent modes using PLP_E coefﬁcients by applying gram2 and silence ﬁxing.

6. Experimental set-up
All the experiments were performed using a HMM-based
tool kit HTK for the connected word Hindi SR in the
windows environment. The speech corpus was created
using 15 speakers of different age groups. Various features,
for example, MFCCs, MFCCs with energy (MFCC_E), and
PLP with energy (PLP_E), were applied. Separate experiments were conducted to examine the impact of short-pause
(SP) silence between the words, proposed hybrid acoustic
models, and grammar variants. The ﬁve-state HMMs were
used in the experiment for HMM modelling. The experiments were also conducted with and without silence ﬁxing.
The syntactic structures were used through different
grammar variants to check the impact of domain-speciﬁc
syntactic structures on the SR system’s performance. The
system was tested for both speaker-independent and
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dependent modes. The results were reported with 18. Results were generated for analysis.
discussion.
Steps from sequential numbers 1 to 6 are gathered under
The experiments were conducted for the following ﬁve
the data preparation heading. Steps from serial numbers 7
cases:
to 14 are assembled under the training of HMMs sec• without silence ﬁxing applying grammars (gram1 and tion. Steps 15 and 16 are discussed under the testing and
gram2) for speaker-dependent mode using MFCCs analysis section. These broad categories are clariﬁed in the
(Case1),
following sections.
• with silence ﬁxing with grammar(gram1) with speakerdependent mode with MFCCs (Case2),
• with silence ﬁxing and grammar(gram2) for speaker- 6.1 Data preparation
independent and -dependent mode using MFCCs
The data preparation phase comprises recording speech
(Case3),
• with silence ﬁxing with grammar(gram2) using datasets, creating pronunciation dictionaries, deﬁning
MFCC_E for both speaker-independent and -depen- grammar, and extracting features from the speech
utterances.
dent cases (Case4),
• with silence ﬁxing, applying grammar(gram2) using 6.1a Recording speech utterances: A self-created speech
PLP_E with hybrid acoustic unit phoneme and syllable dataset was used to investigate the proposed methodology’s
for both speaker-independent and -dependent cases impact on improving Hindi ASR’s performance. The
(Case5).
developed speech dataset is not restricted, as it does not
belong to any particular domain. Table 1 shows the details
The subsequent sub-steps were performed to implement
of the speech dataset with recording conditions. The conthe SR framework.
nected word Hindi Speech corpus was created with 15
1. Connected word Hindi Speech corpus was created due to speakers. The speech corpus was partitioned into training
the nonavailability of speech datasets in the Hindi and testing datasets. It incorporates dialects from India’s
language. The speech corpus was divided into training different states, namely Uttarakhand, Chhattisgarh, Bihar,
and testing databases.
Haryana, and Delhi. For training, 507 utterances were used;
2. The feature vectors MFCC, MFCC_E, and PLP_E were for testing, 384 utterances were utilized. The speech proextracted from speech utterances.
cessing software Wave Surfer [42] and Praat [43] were used
3. Pronunciation dictionaries were created for the words for recording. Table 2 shows the details of speakers who
from the text speech corpus.
have participated in creating speech dataset for the
4. HTK-based grammars, grammar1 (gram1) and gram- experiments.
mar2 (gram2), were created.
Some of the following are examples of utterances from
5. Word nets were created using gram1 and gram2.
the Hindi speech dataset. Table 3 shows examples of Hindi
6. For the training dataset, transcriptions were created.
speech utterances.
7. Two sets of monophones with and without SP were
6.1b Pronunciation dictionary: The pronunciation diccreated.
tionary was created for the Hindi sentences used in the
8. Basic ﬂat start monophones HMMs are generated.
connected word Hindi Speech text corpus. The word pro9. Basic monophone HMMs were re-estimated.
nunciations were manually created using already men10. Monophones HMMs without silence ﬁxing re-estimated.
tioned methods in research papers [44, 45]. The vocabulary
11. An SP model was created.
size of the dictionary is 243 words. Multiple pronuncia12. The silence model was ﬁxed.
tions were included in the dictionary. The vocabulary is
13. Monophones HMMs with an SP model were reunrestricted. The pronunciation dictionaries were created
estimated with silence ﬁxing.
14. The realignment of training data was made to ﬁx the
problem of more than one pronunciation.
15. Again models were re-estimated and ﬁnal HMMs were Table 1. Connected word Hindi Speech corpus description.
generated for all phonemes deﬁned in the dictionary,
Parameter
Values
including SIL (silence) and SP also.
Connected word
16. The test data was evaluated against ﬁnal models for Type of speech corpus
Language
Hindi
silence ﬁxing and without silence ﬁxing with gram1 and
15
gram2 for both speaker-dependent and speaker-indepen- Number of speakers
Speaker accent
Different states of India
dent modes.
Sampling rate
48 kHz
17. For the improvement, grammars (gram1, gram2) and Bits
16
proposed hybrid models using phonemes and syllables Recording environment
Home and ofﬁce environments
were used and tested.
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Table 2. Speakers information for speech corpus.
Sl.
no.

Number of
speakers

1.
2.
3.

2
6
7

Gender

Age

Background

Recording condition

Male child9 and 11Sixth and ﬁfth standard school going, children
Home and ofﬁce environments
Female 16–46 Studying in High school, Lecturer, MBA, housewives
Home and ofﬁce environments
Male
17–47 Studying in Higher secondary, Engineer, Graduate EngineeringHome and ofﬁce environments
students

Table 3. Example of Hindi speech utterances.

Table 4. Pronunciation dictionary examples based on phonemes.

Hindi sentences

English transliteration

Sl. no.

फ़ोन पूनम

Phone Poonam

फ़ोन भजनपुरा

Phone Bhajanpura

फ़ोन खडेिरआ

Phone Khaderia

1.
2.
3.
4.

फ़ोन योगे

Phone Yogeshwari

at the phoneme and syllable level for generating phonemebased and syllable-based acoustic models. Table 4 shows
examples from the pronunciation dictionary used in the
experiment.
6.1c Grammar generation: The use of syntactic structures
in grammar for a deﬁned task reduces search space for the
recognition engine during the recognition process. The
following two grammar deﬁnitions are the example of
grammar variants used for the same task. The word-level
network is generated using the grammar deﬁnitions, which
describe words to be recognized. Further, this network is
used in the recognition process. The experiments were
conducted using two grammar deﬁnitions, Grammar1
(gram1) and Grammar2 (gram2), as shown here. The ﬁrst,
grammar gram1, is unrestricted grammar, and the second,
grammar gram2, is restricted grammar, which is deﬁned
using domain-speciﬁc word /PHONE/ after the SENTSTART.
Grammar1 (gram1)
$word=POONAM|PRAVEEN|RENU|RITIKA|
ROCKLAND|SAAS|SANU|SANUR|
SAROJBAHAN|SOFIA||YOGESHWARI;
(SENT-START(\$word[) SENT-END)
Grammar2 (gram2)
$word=POONAM|PRAVEEN|RENU|
RITIKA|ROCKLAND|SAAS|SANU|
SANUR|SAROJBAHAN|SOFIA|YOGESHWARI;
(SENT-START PHONE($word) SENT-END)
The command example for creating a word-level network is given here. The word network /wdnet/ is created

Word
Yogeshwari
Bhajanpura
Ritika
Sanu

Pronunciation
y o g e sh w ac r ic
bh ac j ac n p u r aq
r i t i k aq
s aq n uc

from the grammar deﬁnition ﬁle using HParse tool using
the grammar deﬁned in /grammar.txt/ ﬁle.
Hparse gramar.txt wdnet
6.1d Feature extraction: The MFCC, MFCC_E, and
PLP_E coefﬁcients were extracted as feature vectors. The
basic coefﬁcients for MFCC and PLP are 12; MFCC_E and
PLP_E have 13 coefﬁcients, including 12 basic coefﬁcients
and one energy parameter. Table 5 shows the coding
parameters for the extracted features.

6.2 Training HMMs
For the training phase, ﬁrst, initial phoneme models were
deﬁned, and these models were re-estimated till convergence to produce ﬁnal trained models. Finally trained
HMM models were created for 49 phonemes, including SPs
and silence. Table 6 shows a list of the Hindi phonemes
with labels and corresponding IPA symbols used in the
experiment. For nasal sounds, syllable-based models were
utilized. The subsequent subsections describe the training
process in detail.
6.2a Creating ﬂat start monophones HMMs: The training
process starts by initializing the parameters for the HMM
model. The initial set of the phoneme models was created,
in which each phoneme-based HMM had ﬁve states. First, a
prototype model was deﬁned to develop phoneme models.
The HTK module HCompv generates ﬂat start HMMs for
all phonemes. Global speech means and variance were
calculated from MFCCs, MFCC_E, and PLP_E coefﬁcients
extracted from training datasets. All initial phoneme models have a similar state mean and variance, equivalent to
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Table 5. Coding parameters for basic extracted features.
Sl. no.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Parameter

Mel frequency cepstral coefﬁcient (MFCC)

Speech source ﬁle format
Features extracted
Window length
Frame periodicity
Number of coefﬁcients
Window used
Pre-emphasis
Filter bank channels
Cepstral liftering length

Table 6. List of the Hindi phonemes with label and IPA
symbols.

S.No
1

Label
aq

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

d
i
t
y
j
m
s
th
tth
ac
b
u
l
ic
a
c
ch
ae
k
uc
r
v
ah
e
dd
n
g
p
sh
h
bh
tt
ng
o
an
dh
kh
ph
gh
nj
jh
ddh
ri
dn
tr
gy

Hindi
phonemes
आ

IPA
symbols
ɑː

द
इ
त
य
ज
म
स
थ
ठ
अ
ब
उ
ल
ई
औ
च
छ
ऐ
क
ऊ
र
व
अः
ए
ड
न
ग
प
श
ह
भ
ट
ङ
ओ
अं
ध
ख
फ
घ
ञ
झ
ढ
ऋ
ण

d
ɪ
t
ʋ
dʒ
m
s
tʰ
ʈʰ
ɑ
b
ʊ
l
i:
ɔ:
tʃ
tʃʱ
ɛ:
k
u:
r
ʋ
ɦ
e:
ɖ
n
g
p
ʃ
h
bʰ
ʈ
ɽ
o:
ŋ
dʱ
kʰ
pʰ
gʰ
ɲ
dʒʰ
ɖʱ
ɾɪ
ɳ

.WAV
MFCC
25 ms
10 ms
12
Hamming
0.97
26
22

Perceptual linear prediction (PLP)
.WAV
PLP
25 ms
10 ms
12
Hamming
0.97
26
22

global speech mean and variance. The command example is
given, where /conﬁgtrain/ ﬁle contains coding parameters
for feature extraction. The ﬁle /trainhmmlist/ has the list of
wav ﬁle names and corresponding feature vector ﬁle. The
ﬁle /proto/ contains the original prototype deﬁnition for
HMMs, and all the models are stored in the hmm0 directory
after executing the Hcompv command
Hcompv -C conﬁgtrain -f 0.01 -m -S trainhmmlist _m
hmm0 proto.
6.2b Training with and without silence ﬁxing and HMM reestimation: First, monophone-based HMMs were re-estimated three times without silence ﬁxing. Then, an SP
silence ﬁxing training was performed. In this step, ﬁnal,
trained models were generated for every phoneme after the
training process’s re-estimation rounds. The embedded
training is applied for creating subword models. It simultaneously updates all the HMMs in the training system
using all the training data. The HERest tool performs
embedded training to produce new HMMs. Model parameters were re-estimated to convergence by repeating this
process.
The command example is given, where /hmmlist1/ is the
ﬁle that contains a list of all the HMMs based on phonemes
and syllables. First, the HERest tool uploads the HMM
deﬁnition ﬁle /hmacs/. The ﬁle /trainlist/ contains training
ﬁles and /labs/ ﬁle describes associated labels with training
ﬁles. Each training ﬁle is processed, and the statistics are
gathered. Finally, on completion, the trained model is
stored in the directory /dir2/:
HERest -S trainlist -I labs -H dir1/hmacs -M dir2
hmmlist1.
For training with SP silence ﬁxing, the ﬁrst ‘SP’ model is
created and then again re-estimation is performed. The SP
silence model was produced to model the pauses between
the words in normal speech. Before training, phoneme level
transcription was revised to add phoneme SP. At that point,
HMM models were trained [46–48]. The topology of leftto-right HMM was used. The SP model has three states with
one emitting state, which shares the same pdf with the
silence model’s central state. To create an SP silence
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model, ﬁrst, the old silence model ‘SIL’ is copied to the
HMM deﬁnition ﬁle, and it is renamed as ‘SP’ model, and
the old ‘SIL’ model is also retained. The new ‘SP’ model
will use the centre state of ‘SIL’ model, and they both need
to be tied together for sharing the same set of parameters.
Further, states 2 and 4 are removed from the new ‘SP’
model, the central state is retained, and then HHED command is used to tie the emitting state of ‘SP’ model to
centre state of ‘SIL’ model [45]. The following command
example is for tying using HHED:
HHEd -A -D -T 1 -H hmm4/macros.txt -H hmm4/hmmdefs -M hmm5 sil.hed.txt hmmlist2.
After silence ﬁxing training, data is again re-estimated.
The command example given here is the same as mentioned earlier except now / hmmlist2/ contains /SP/ model
also:
HERest -S trainlist -I labs -H dir1/hmacs -M dir2
hmmlist2.
6.2c Realignment of the training data: For ﬁxing the
problem of more than one pronunciation, realignment is
used. In this process, a new transcription using pronunciation that ﬁts the acoustic data is created. The HVite command is used to generate the pronunciation that best
matches the acoustic data from all available more than one
pronunciation for each word. The command example for
realignment given uses HMMs stored in /hmm7/ to convert
word-level transcription /wordsmlf/ into new subword
model transcription /aligned.mlf/ using train list /trainlist/,
dictionary /dict/, and list of all subword models /hmmlist2/:
HVite -l ‘*’ -o SWT -b SENT-END -C conﬁgtrain -a -H
hmm7/macros.txt -H hmm7/hmmdefs -i aligned.mlf -m -t
250.0 -y lab -I wordsmlf -S trainlist dict hmmlist2.

6.3 Testing HMMs
In this step, the test data is matched to the trained model for
recognition. The subsequent subsections describe the
recognition process in detail.
6.3a Recognising the test data:: The speech wav ﬁles to be
tested are ﬁrst converted into the required feature vectors
using HCopy tool. These features are used to recognize the
spoken utterances using Hvite command along with the
trained model and elements of the language model. The
spoken utterances were recognized using grammar(gram1)
and grammar(gram2) with silence ﬁxing and without
silence ﬁxing for both speaker-dependent and speaker-independent modes. Recognition was performed after three
re-estimations of model parameters for ‘‘without silence
ﬁxing.’’
The command example for recognition without silence
ﬁxing is as given here. The HVite tool uses ﬁnal trained
models stored in directory /hmm3/ containing ﬁle /macros.txt/ and deﬁnition ﬁle /hmmdefs/ for all subword
models. The ﬁle /conﬁgtrain/ contains the description of
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coding parameters. The ﬁle /testhmm/ contains test ﬁles.
Here /wdnet/ is already created word network in the section
grammar deﬁnition, and results are created in the ﬁle /
recog.mlf/. The /dict/ is the utilized dictionary and /hmmlist1/ is the subword list without silence:
HVite -A -D -T 1 -H hmm3/macros.txt -H hmm3/hmmdefs
-C conﬁgtrain -S testhmm -l ‘*’ -i recog.mlf -w wdnet -p 0.0
-s 5.0 dict hmmlist1
Recognition was performed after nine re-estimations of
model parameters with ‘‘silence ﬁxing’’. The command
example with silence ﬁxing for recognition is given here
where all the parameters are the same as before except /
hmmlist2/, which contains /SP/ model also:
HVite -A -D -T 1 -H hmm9/macros.txt -H hmm9/hmmdefs
-C conﬁgtrain -S testhmm -l ‘*’ -i recog.mlf -w wdnet -p 0.0
-s 5.0 dict hmmlist2.

7. Results and analysis
Performance of connected word Hindi SR system was
evaluated for speaker-independent and speaker-dependent
modes. The results were recorded for ﬁve experiments to
check the impact of grammar, silence ﬁxing, and the use of
a hybrid model with MFCCs and PLPs with variants as
described in subsections. Recognition results scores were
obtained with the HResult tool of HTK. The tool HResult
provides sentence level and word level results, deﬁned as
follows:
percent correct ¼ ðN  D  SÞ=N  100%;
percent accuracy ¼ ðN  D  S  I Þ=N  100%:

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

Here D is deletion error, I is insertion error, S is substitution error, and N is the total number of labels in reference
transcription. Another metric used for SR is the word error
rate (WER), deﬁned as follows:
WER ¼ ðD þ S þ I Þ=N  100%:

ð3Þ

The command example for generating the results is as
given here. Here the /wordsmlf/ ﬁle contains original words
of the sentences and /recog.mlf/ stores the outputs after
recognition of spoken sentence. All the monophones are
listed in the ﬁle /hmmlist/ ﬁle:
HResults -I wordsmlf hmmlist recog.mlf.

7.1 Recognition results
The developed systems were tested using test data for the
following ﬁve cases of experiments. The following subsections show the results for all categories.
7.1a The experiments without silence ﬁxing with grammars
(gram1 and gram2) for speaker-dependent mode with
MFCCs (Case1)
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Table 7. Recognition results without silence ﬁxing or speaker-dependent for gram1 and gram2.
Features
MFCC
MFCC

Model
Phoneme based
Phoneme based

Grammar

Word correct%

Gram1
Gram2

80.66
83.59

Word accuracy%
66.93
83.59

WER%
54.07
16.41

Table 8. Recognition results with silence ﬁxing for speaker-dependent and gram1.
Features
MFCC

Model
Phoneme based

Grammar

Word correct%

Gram1

84.77

Word accuracy%
77.60

WER%
21.4

Table 9. Recognition results with silence ﬁxing for speaker-dependent and -independent and gram2 with MFCC and phoneme-based
model.
Features
MFCC
MFCC
Overall

Mode
Speaker dependent
Speaker independent

Model
Phoneme based
Phoneme based

Grammar
Gram2
Gram2

Word correct%
86.98
73.58
80.28

Word accuracy%
86.98
73.58
80.28

WER%
13.02
26.42
19.72

Table 10. Recognition score with silence ﬁxing and MFCC_E.
Features
MFCC_E
MFCC_E
Overall

Mode
Speaker dependent
Speaker independent

Model
Phoneme based
Phoneme based

Grammar
Gram2
Gram2

The system was developed and tested using phonemebased modelling with MFCCs for both grammars gram1
and gram2 without silence ﬁxing for speaker-dependent
mode only. Table 7 shows the results. The experimental
results show that the system achieved word accuracy of
66.93%, word correct rate of 80.66%, and WER of 54.07%
for the grammar gram1. For grammar gram2, the system
obtained word accuracy of 83.59%, word correct of
83.59%, and WER of 16.41%.

Word correct%
87.5
71.5
79.5

Word accuracy%
87.5
71.5
79.5

WER%
12.5
28.5
20.5

tested for both speaker-dependent and speaker-independent
modes
using phoneme-based modelling with MFCC coefﬁcients. The system was tested using grammar(gram2) and
silence ﬁxing. Table 9 shows the results. The experimental
results show that the system achieved overall word accuracy of 80.28%, a word correct rate of 80.28%, and a WER
of 19.72%.

7.1b The experiments with silence ﬁxing, grammar(gram1),
speaker-dependent mode, and MFCCs (Case2): The system
was developed and tested using phone-based modelling
with MFCCs. The system was tested for speaker-dependent
mode only using silence ﬁxing and gram1. Table 8 shows
the recognition results. The experimental results show that
the system achieved word accuracy of 77.60%, word correct rate of 84.77%, and WER of 21.4%

7.1d The experiments with silence ﬁxing and grammar
(gram2) using MFCC_E for both speaker-independent and
-dependent cases (Case4): The system was developed and
tested for speaker-dependent and speaker-independent
modes using phoneme-based modelling with MFCC_E
coefﬁcients. The system was tested using gram2 and silence
ﬁxing. Table 10 shows the results. The experimental results
show that the system achieved overall word accuracy of
79.5%, word correct rate of 79.5%, and WER of 20.5%.

7.1c The experiments with silence ﬁxing and grammar
(gram2) for speaker-independent and -dependent modes
with MFCCs (Case3): The system was developed and

7.1e The experiments with silence ﬁxing and grammar
(gram2) using PLP_E with hybrid acoustic unit phoneme
and syllable for both speaker-independent and -dependent
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obtained maximum overall word accuracy of 88.54%, word
correct of 88.54, and WER of 11.46%.

8. Comparative analysis

Figure 4. Formant analysis of confusing words.

cases (Case5): The system was developed for both speakerdependent and speaker-independent modes using the proposed hybrid model, which uses both phoneme-based and
syllable-based models with PLP_E (PLP with energy)
coefﬁcients. It was found that words starting with /n/
nasalized sound have low recognition scores during the
experiments. For improving recognition of these nasalized
words, these words were modelled using a syllable-based
acoustic unit. Figure 4 shows formant analysis done using
PRATT [43] software for some of these words with the
most confusing words. The examples of words such as
NIDHI, NAVIN, and NAND are mostly confused with
PRAVEEN and MUMMY. It was observed that the ﬁrst
formant values for these words have low variation. The
syllable-based models were used for modelling these words
due to the longer context to avoid contextual effects.
Table 11 shows the results using PLP_E coefﬁcients with
the hybrid model, gram2, and silence ﬁxing. The system

This section presents a comparative analysis with available
research work similar to our proposed work. The comparative analysis is shown in table 12. During the literature
review, it was revealed that researchers developed systems
using different feature extraction techniques, different
acoustic models, and different classiﬁcation techniques.
Our proposed hybrid model using PLP_E with grammar
(gram2) provides better results for vocabulary size of 243
words. Research works [49, 50] indicate that using words as
an acoustic unit gives better performance compared with
the phoneme/syllable. The researchers [29] used wordbased models. However, the word-based model in [29] for a
small vocabulary size of 100 words does not represent all
the words of the Hindi language due to word-based
modelling.
The SR framework we have developed contains a
vocabulary size of 243 words. A total of 47 phoneme
models were utilized to overcome the limitation of large
training samples needed for training in the word-based
system. These 47 phonemes can represent most of the Hindi
words. However, the phoneme-based system suffers from
contextual effects. The system developed in [29] is based
on the word model, which is a larger acoustic unit and has
less contextual effects than phonemes. However, wordbased models need more training samples of the words and
require large memory with a large number of word-based
models. Therefore, due to word-based models and small
vocabulary size, the system [29] shows better results.
Another reason for the non-performance of our proposed
method with the state-of-the-art performance is due to the
recording of Hindi utterances in different dialects in the
Hindi language.

9. Discussion
The results reported for the ﬁrst experiment without silence
ﬁxing with grammars (gram1 and gram2) for speaker-dependent mode and MFCCs (Case1) are shown in table 7.

Table 11. Recognition score PLP_E (hybrid model).

Features
PLP_E
PLP_E
Overall

Mode
Speaker dependent
Speaker independent

Model
Hybrid model
Hybrid model

Grammar
Gram2
Gram2

Word correct%
93.66
83.43
88.54

Word
accuracy%
93.66
83.43
88.54

WER%
6.34
16.57
11.46

12.99
87.01
90.93
No
MFCC with energy and delta– Word-based
delta acceleration coefﬁcients
[27]

MFCC [29]
MFCC [28]

Our hybrid proposed
model [PLP_E]

102

10
13.33
90
–
–
–
100
200

Hindi isolated and connected word -100 words
Hindi/English language
The isolated word for the training phase and
connected word for testing phase speaker
dependent
5–16 states HMMs Hindi connected word -102 words
Connected word, speaker independent
6 states HMMs
6 states HMMs
and DTW
–
–
No
No

11.46
88.54
88.54
243
Hindi connected word
Speaker independent
and speaker dependent
Gram2 5 state
Yes
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Phoneme- and
syllablebased
model
Word based
Word-based

Grammar
Hybrid
model
Model
Features

Table 12. Comparative analysis with similar works.

HMM
states

Language

Word
Word
Vocabulary correct accuracy WER%
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The ﬁrst test (Case1) was performed without implementing
SP silence using MFCCs coefﬁcients to check the grammars’ impact. The utterance has two types of silences. One
is longer silence, which happens towards the ﬁnish of the
sentence, and the other occurs between the words in the
sentence, which we call here as SP silence.
Figure 5 shows a comparative analysis of both grammars
without silence ﬁxing for speaker-dependent mode using
MFCCs. The results show that by utilizing grammar
(gram2) word accuracy is increased by 16.66% over
grammar(gram1) due to reduced search space for the
recognition engine.
The second experiment’s outcomes using silence ﬁxing
with grammar(gram1) for speaker-dependent mode with
MFCCs (Case2) are shown in table 8 in the result section. The aim of this test was to analyse the impact of
modelling silence ﬁxing with grammar(gram1). Here
silence ﬁxing is done using an SP model. The new SP
model was created using the centre state of the long pause
silence model and tying both together. By comparing the
results of tables 7 and 8, it is noticed that for grammar
(gram1), the word recognition accuracy is improved by
10.67% as compared with without silence ﬁxing.
Figure 6 shows a comparative examination of using the
models with and without SP for the MFCCs and grammar(gram1). The results were taken from table 7 (gram1)
and table 8 (gram1). The word accuracy was improved by
10.67% by utilizing an SP model.
The third examination, with silence ﬁxing and grammar(gram2) for speaker-independent and -dependent modes
with MFCCs (Case3), was conducted to check the impact
of SP modelling in both modes. The outcomes are shown in
table 9 in the result section. Figure 7 shows the effects of
an SP modelling for grammar(gram2) for the speaker-dependent mode. In this ﬁgure, information was taken from
table 7 (without silence ﬁxing) and table 9 (with silence
ﬁxing). The results from table 7 (without silence ﬁxing) and
table 9 (with silence ﬁxing) were compared for grammar(gram2) for speaker-dependent mode. It was revealed
that word accuracy was improved by 3.39% with an SP
model compared with that without using the SP model.
Results show that the word accuracy of 73.58% was
achieved for the speaker-independent mode, as recorded in
table 9 in the result section. The developed system recorded
an overall word accuracy of 80.28%.
Figure 8 shows speaker-dependent word correct%, word
accuracy%, and WER% for MFCC coefﬁcients using
gram1 and gram2 with silence ﬁxing. It is observed that
gram2 performs better than gram1.
The fourth analysis, with silence ﬁxing and grammar
(gram2) utilizing MFCC_E for both speaker-independent
and -dependent cases (Case4), was conducted to check the
impact of using an energy parameter on basic MFCC
coefﬁcients. The results are shown in table 10. The results
are compared with table 9, which contains the results with
MFCCs only. It is observed that the results in the case of
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Effect of grammar with
silence fixing
100
50
0
Gram1

Gram2

Speaker
Speaker
dependent dependent
Word accuracy%
Figure 5. Comparison of two grammars (gram1 and gram2) with
MFCCs without silence ﬁxing and speaker-dependent mode.

WER%

Figure 8. Comparison of gram1 and gram2 for speaker dependent with MFCCs and silence ﬁxing.

Figure 6. Comparison of models with and without short-pause
model for MFCCs with grammar(gram1) for speaker-dependent
mode.
Figure 9. Overall word correct%, word accuracy%, and WER%
for MFCCs (phoneme-based model) and PLP_E (hybrid model)
for gram2.

Figure 7. Comparison of models with and without short pause
for MFCCs with grammar(gram2) for speaker-dependent mode.

speaker-dependent mode improve by 0.5% only. The
explanation behind improving the outcomes is the incorporation of energy. However, for the speaker-independent
case, MFCCs have better recognition scores than MFCC_E.
The last experiment was conducted to check the proposed hybrid model performance with silence ﬁxing and
grammar(gram2) using PLP_E (PLP with energy parameter) with hybrid acoustic units using both phoneme and
syllable for both speaker-independent and -dependent cases
(Case5). The results are shown in table 11 in the result

section. The system achieved an overall accuracy of
88.54%. The improvement is due to the hybrid model using
both syllable- and phoneme-based acoustic units and the
use of PLP_E coefﬁcients. The syllable-based acoustic
units have less contextual effects than phonemes due to this
acoustic unit’s large span. We have additionally presented
formant analysis for some of the words that have low
recognition scores. The investigation shows that the ﬁrst
formant for these words has a small variation. The syllablebased models were used for modelling these words to avoid
contextual effects. Some studies also indicate that PLP
coefﬁcients are better in modelling the speaker-independent
system. Hence, the proposed hybrid model with acoustic
units based on phonemes and syllables with PLP_E and
grammar (gram2) provided the best results.
Figure 9 shows the overall word correct%, word accuracy%, and WER% for MFCCs (phoneme-based model)
and PLP_E (hybrid model) for gram2. The system obtained
the highest accuracy with PLP_E utilizing a hybrid model
and gram2.
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Other observations are that most of the errors are introduced by substitution error. It was observed that the lowest
word error rate of 11.46% was shown with the proposed
hybrid model.
The results are also compared with existing similar
available work, as shown in table 12, with proper analysis.

10. Conclusion and future work
A connected word Hindi SR system was developed and
tested for speaker-independent and speaker-dependent
modes using a hybrid subword model and domain-speciﬁc
syntactic structures in the grammar. The MFCC, MFCC_E,
and PLP_E coefﬁcients were used for feature extraction.
Monophone HMMs were re-trained with silence ﬁxing as
well as without silence ﬁxing. The research work was
conducted to improve the performance of the connected
word Hindi recognition system. Two grammar rules were
applied during the recognition process. The experimental
results reveal that grammar(gram2) and silence ﬁxing
provides better recognition scores than gram1 for MFCCs.
Further, the system was developed and tested using the
proposed hybrid model with both phoneme-based and syllable-based models to improve the recognition scores. It
was revealed that PLP_E coefﬁcients provided the best
performance using the hybrid model and gram2 with
silence ﬁxing. The system obtained maximum overall word
accuracy of 88.54%, word correct of 88.54%, and WER of
11.46% using PLP_E with a hybrid model and gram2.
The system’s accuracy can be further improved by using
context-dependent triphone modelling, language modelling,
and using different HMM states with different Gaussian
mixtures.
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